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Adversity to Empowerment
Yes You Can with Nichole Chobin
By Lisa McDonald, Author, Writer, Speaker, Radio & TV Show Host, Mentor, Coach,
#LivingFearlessly

I recently had the honour and the privilege of showcasing yet another spit re guest on Living
Fearlessly with Lisa McDonald, global radio/podcast weekly show! No guest ever
disappoints…in fact, each weekly guest seems to only ever rise and bring their A-Game! As a
human being and as a top-producer, I cannot reiterate how much I eternally appreciate
people showing up – not only in their own lives and in the ongoing lives of others, but also on
radio, too. Consistently showing up as only their best, version of self! Truly a breath of fresh
air for me, both personally and professionally!
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/adversity-to-empowerment/
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Living Fearlessly with Lisa McDonald recent guest, Nichole Chobin, has still left me feeling
gobsmacked! The in-sheer-awe kind of reaction! This woman is a true WARRIOR!
What Nichole has endured throughout the course of her life, would have most people feeling
permanently immobolized by fear. And this could very well be true, if any one of her
traumatic experiences endured in life was duplicated in the lives of others, let alone the
cumulative tsunami, which has been her own whirlwind, tailspin, journey! Unbelievable what
people live through…impressively remarkable, what people choose to THRIVE through!
I have never been overly keen on the word ‘survivor’, given we are all survivors of something.
I am more apt to focus on the aftermath of ones survivorship…therefore, I prefer to
characterize people such as Nichole as ‘sur-thrivers!’ Nichole deserves and has earned this
acclaim in my books! I can honestly say, that there are very few people I know in this world,
who would have CHOSEN to bounce back, time and time again, and one crisis right after
another, particularly for the severity and for the magnitude of each incident and
situation, Nichole had been in the grips of. Truth!
Nichole, instead, was receptive to embracing the individual lessons! Nichole, saw a bigger
universal message within the calamity, and chose to take all that pain and su ering and enact
a powerfully charged paradigm shift, birthing her life purpose and powerhouse vision for her
future and for the future directional path of others! You talk about someone being
consciously awakened. Nichole’s reinvention process is beyond admirable. The erce level of
focus, commitment, fortitude, resiliency, tenacity, and relentlessness this woman embodies is
unparalleled. If her story of courage, and fearlessness does not instill an immediate wake-up
call, or a call-to-action in your own life, or inspire you into aspired personal greatness…I am at
a loss to know what possibly could. You can listen to the full interview here:

https://thriveglobal.com/stories/adversity-to-empowerment/
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https://c-suitenetwork.com/radio/episode/from-adversity-to-empowerment-with-nicholechobin-yesyoucan/
Nichole, from the centre of my heart, I profusely extend to you our friend, my wholehearted
appreciation for all you continue to do to elevate, expand, and enrich the lives, hearts, and
souls of the collective. What a DYNAMO you are! Keep Shining! Keep Rising!
Keep Reaching! Keep being YOU!
Who Is Nichole Chobin?
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/adversity-to-empowerment/
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Nichole’s life has become her legacy. Unbelievable tragedy and loss. Something only a LifeTime Television Movie could equate to. Through Nichole’s life experiences, she has gained
the incredible ability to take adversity and turn it into tremendous empowerment.
In 2002, Nichole’s life went o the rails with a tragic death. In 2006, Nichole then set o on a
terrifying, but ultimately life-altering journey that started the day she learned she had a
debilitating disease. That wasn’t to be life’s rst or last heartbreak for Nichole, but its unique
challenges proved to be the catalyst for nding her true self.
Nichole is the ‘Powerhouse Woman,’ who can entertain, engage, and educate others because
she has lived it. Nichole has survived two nances dying, a plane crash, and a debilitating
disease, which almost partially paralyzed her. Nichole has taken these life-altering
experiences, and turned them into positive knowledge, and the mastery of passion, purpose,
and profession.
After years of success as an entrepreneur, business owner, operations director, and
professional speaker – her diagnosis, and the emotional roller-coaster that followed –
opened the door to the next chapter in her life…sharing the message of limitless belief in
ourselves. And that is what Nichole does…speaking around the country!
With seventeen years of experience, Nichole has the skills and mindset teach others the
ability to take any adversity and turn it into empowerment. Doing it with many TRUTH bombs
and a lot of humour! Nichole is always sure to entertain, engage, and educate her audiences
so they always have valuable and memorable takeaways.
Delivering tailored programs based on a deep understanding of a company’s business and
objectives. Through humour and sharing her personal experiences, Nichole ensures she
creates a lively environment that captivates, engages, and inspires. Speaking to and for
Fortune 500 clients nationwide, businesses large and small, governmental, and nonpro ts, Nichole wants to make sure her experience, high energy, dynamic personality
ensures messages resonate with attendees, and accomplish the goals that are set.
Nichole’s life story expands way beyond the debilitating disease that almost partially
paralyzed her body. It is about how she surprised even herself and came back ghting to
become a stronger, healthier, more inspired version of herself. Nichole truly believes that
through limitless passion, spirit, and the courage to believe in ourselves, there is NOTHING
we cannot accomplish!
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/adversity-to-empowerment/
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Nichole is determined to share her story with others who may be doubting their hidden
power to overcome obstacles and achieve their dreams.
EMPOWERMENT, SUCCESS, YES, YOU CAN HAVE IT!!!
Uplifting You To Fear Less And To Live More!
Be your own Hero. Be your own Shero.
Be your own Leader. Be your own Best Friend!
Love & Gratitude ~ Lisa
#Grateful #ThriveThursday #ThriveGlobal #LivingFearlessly
See More Podcast Feeds Here!

Listen to more free From Adversity to Empowerment with
podcasts on Spotify. Nichole
Chobin
S TA R T L I S T E N I N G
"Living Fearlessly" with Lisa McDonald
Follow
54:18

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3UZE9KKbmduFz8dhosNjXs
— Published on June 6, 2019
ADVERSITY TO EMPOWERMENT, BUSINESS, COACHING, ENERGY, ENTREPRENEUR,
ENTREPRENEURSHIP, FEAR, FOCUS, GROWTH, LEADERSHIP, LEGACY, LEVELING UP, LOVE,
MINDSET, THOUGHT LEADERS, WOMEN IN BUSINESS
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Lisa McDonald, Author, Writer, Speaker, Radio & TV Show Host, Mentor, Coach,
#LivingFearlessly
Lisa McDonald is a successful Author, motivational speaker, TV and radio host, podcaster, blogger, mentor,
personal development coach, and mother. In 2017, Lisa became a blogger for Arianna Huffington’s Thrive
Global, a website dedicated to offering readers sustainable, science-based solutions to enhance both well being and performance. Her podcast, Living Fearlessly with Lisa McDonald, can be heard on both C-Suite
Radio and Contact Talk Radio Network. You can watch her television show, Living Fearlessly, broadcast
online at 365TVNetwork.com. Lisa's first nonfiction adult book is scheduled for release May 2018, her first
foray into non-fiction writing following the success of her four bestselling children’s books: Little Boy Gan
From Passion-Filled Everland, Reimburse the Universe, Planet Pome-Granite and Kismet Tales from Happy
Trails. She is also a contributing author to several motivational bestsellers: 365 Moments of Grace, 365 Life
Shifts, Thought Leaders: Business Expert forum at Harvard Faculty Club, and Shine Your Light: Powerful
Practices for an Extraordinary Life. Lisa holds degrees from McMaster University and Mohawk College and is
licensed as a Passion Test Facilitator. Lisa’s personal and professional life are embodiments of her teachings;
she is fiercely passionate about ‘uplifting people to fear less and to live more’.
http://livingfearlesslywithlisa.com/

The Thrive Global Community welcomes voices from many spheres. We publish pieces written by outside
contributors with a wide range of opinions, which don’t necessarily reflect our own. Learn more or join us
as a community member!

Share your comments below. Please read our commenting guidelines before posting. If you have a
concern about a comment, report it here.
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Your Dream Network Exists!
by Lisa McDonald
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Transforming Rejection Into Success!
by Lisa McDonald
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Navigating Crisis & The Shores of Prosperity
by Lisa McDonald
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“People look for retreats for themselves, in the country, by the
coast, or in the hills . . . There is nowhere that a person can
nd a more peaceful and trouble-free retreat than in his own
mind. . . . So constantly give yourself this retreat, and renew
yourself.”
- MARCUS AURELIUS
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